
SOP for Hong Kong

I was a student of class XII when I read a story that when you are able to climb a mountain like Mt. Everest,
you realize that help from others is the biggest motivation and climbing summits is not a big deal as to climb
the summit within and try to be in a position where you are fulfilling others requirements.

This story had left a deep mark on my mind and whenever I bought anything in the market and was told that
this is made in China, I always questioned myself that why can’t we make these things for ourselves and for
the world too. The impact of being able to provide to others always stuck in my mind as the biggest
manufacturers meeting needs to hundreds and thousands of people.

Due to my interest in business and entrepreneurship, I took commerce in my secondary education and
enrolled for a bachelor's in business management for my under-graduation. I learned a lot through the
projects, company visits, and later through my internship in a car manufacturing unit. But my fascination for
the goods manufactured by China and sold at such competitive prices always took the better part of my
thought process and my need to understand the whole process kept growing with the advancement of
knowledge and hands-on training.

International Finance, International Marketing, Import and Export Practices, Management principles along
with all these subjects I involved myself in understanding international business practices through movies and
novels too. I attended various business-related seminars and tried making most of my academic years and
then came the opportunity I was waiting for. I Chinese delegation came to our college to discuss business
strategies and the Beijing Olympics model to give practical knowledge on processes and management. While
interacting with them I realized that Hong Kong (now under twin rule of Britain and China) is the best place to
learn about manufacturing techniques and the know-how that is currently ruling the entire world.

I jumped to the opportunity and searched for the universities and programs in business management with the
knowledge of manufacturing processes and marketing of the products in the international market as the main
constituents of the course. I immediately grabbed the opportunity and started preparing for the standardized
tests required to complete my eligibility for admission to the course of Masters in Business Management.

With this statement, I am enclosing my results of the previous academic qualifications, test scores sheets of
the standardized tests, and the achievement and participation certificates that I have earned during my
academic career.

I am also enclosing a reference letter from my professor who taught us business processes as he guided me to
look for the course content in my higher education as I was searching for a degree from Hong Kong.

I think I will be able to fulfill my aspirations to meet the requirements of the others as I am carrying this dream
since my childhood and only the practical and real knowledge that I can get at XXXXX university can allow my
dream to see the rising sun one day. Hope to get a seat for the course.


